HOW MEETING ROOM VIDEO MAXIMIZES COLLABORATION

Employees today rely on video conferencing to connect with colleagues and clients. Here’s how to ensure your office meeting spaces promote productivity.

GIVE EVERYONE A SEAT AT THE TABLE

Well-designed meeting room video makes employees feel like they’re in the same room — no matter where they are — by allowing everyone to be seen, heard, and follow the conversation.

ELIMINATE NOISE DISTRACTIONS

Effective conferencing solutions remove the distractions of in-room rustling and typing as well as hallway conversations outside the door to ensure everyone can be clearly heard.

KEEP THINGS ON TRACK WITH SMART CAMERAS

Smart camera technology prioritizes the participants, ensuring everyone in the room is presented equally and can see remote contributors. It also focuses on the speaker and tracks them as they move around the room to keep everyone engaged in the discussion.

MAKE EVERY MINUTE COUNT

Too many meetings begin with on-premises employees struggling with the video system, while remote participants stare at a blank screen. Conferring solutions built for collaboration make it easy for anyone to start meetings. They’re also designed to simplify deployment and management for IT.

HOW CAN POLY HELP?

Poly video conferencing solutions combine powerful technology and simplicity, to turn meeting rooms into highly-effective collaboration spaces.

LEARN HOW TO SELECT VIDEO SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR MEETING SPACE

VIEW POLY VIDEO CONFERENCING SOLUTIONS
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